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P-JEUX

Homepage

homePage.png

1. HEADER :

Insert the header. It will be delivered in SWF format.

2. SIDES: Grey with a canvas style.

3. A presentation zone of the site.
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4. NAVIGATION BAR: the cursor becomes a “hand” when it overflies it.

Including 5 buttons (h1):

1. Accueil : clicking to go to the homepage.

2. Jeux en ligne :

Overfly to unroll the different categories of games + TOP 30 (h2)

 TOP 30 des jeux: (first position) clicking on it gets you to the
« Top 30 list of Jeux en ligne games page » (specifications
page 19)

 Jeux d’action
 Jeux d’aventure
 Jeux de gestion
 Jeux de stratégie
 Jeux de tir
 Jeux de sports
 Jeux de fille
 Jeux à questions
 Jeux à cadeaux
 Jeux divers

3. Jeux flash
 TOP 30: (first position) clicking on it gets you to the « Top 30

list of Jeux Flash games page » (specifications on page 17)
 Jeux d’action
 Jeux d’arcade
 Jeux de tir
 Jeux de combat
 Jeux de sports
 Jeux de courses
 Jeux d’adresse
 Jeux de refléxion
 Jeux de fille

Clicking on the category
gets you to the specific
page of its games
(specifications on page 10)

Clicking on the category
gets you to the specific
page of its games
(specifications on page 10)
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NB: the number of categories must be editable according to our wills and needs
of organization.

4. Jeux de hasard
 Clicking on this button gets you to the page “Jeux de hasard”

(chance games) (specifications on page 10).

5. Concours
 Clicking on this button gets you to the page “Concours”

(specifications on page 23)

When you overfly the cursor above the 5 buttons, the scripts lights
up.

6. In the far right edge of the navigation bar, insert 2 icons:
 A star that enables you to add the site to the favorites of

your browser (the “add to favorites” link).
 The Facebook icon.
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5. SEARCH ENGINE

Set on the left, under the navigation bar.
The search is made through 4 categories:
o Jeux en ligne
o Jeux flash
o Concours
o Jeux de hasard

Click on the select button to unroll the 4 categories in order to select the
appropriated one.

The “recherche” button allows you to launch the search.

6. AD SPACE:
Space available to insert an advertisement of 728 X 90 pixels.
The tag will be provided by us.
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7. ZONE  A

1. Slider
 A slider displaying 5 games (from “jeux en ligne”) selected by us.
 The list of games is set on the right side and the big image on

the left. The displaying will be evolving to the next game every 3
seconds in slow motion (not direct and abrupt way).

 When the cursor overflies the big image, it becomes a “hand”
and the name of the game (h2) appears on a translucent black
bar.

 When we overfly one of the 5 games on the right, the cursor
becomes a “hand”. If we click on a game, it will be the one
displayed in the big screen on the left. The automatic scroll is
stopped and we have to select ourselves another game in the
list to see it on the big screen again.
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2. Game ad space down the slider

728X90 pixels.  The game advertisement is selected by us.

3. Top nouveautés des jeux flash (h2)
 A top of 5 games (flash games from “jeux flash”) will be

presented in a horizontal list. Every game is represented by its
image.

 Down every image, lay a grey bar with the position and the
name of the game (h3) in a white script.

 The images are covered by a thin and translucent grey veil
effect.

 When we overfly an image of game, the cursor becomes a
“hand” and that image loses its grey veil effect to create an
illumining effect.

 If we click on an image, we’ll get to the game page (specified on
page 15).

4. Top nouveautés des jeux en ligne (h2)
 A top of 5 games (online games from “jeux en ligne”) will be

presented in a horizontal list. Every game is represented by its
image.

 Down every image, lay a grey bar with the position and the
name of the game (h3) in a white script.

 The images are covered by a thin and translucent grey veil
effect.

 When we overfly an image of game, the cursor becomes a
“hand” and that image loses its grey veil effect to create an
illumining effect.

 If we click on an image, we’ll get to the game review page (fiche
du jeu, specified on page 12).
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8. ZONE  B
This zone will remain the same at every page through the navigation.

1. Newsletter
The user introduces his email address to be logged in our
newsletter service. To validate the operation, he can either press
on the “Valider” button or press the “enter” key on his keyboard.
You just have to integrate it, no need to program the system (it will
be our work).

2. Top des jeux en ligne (h2)

 A top of 5 games (online games from “jeux en ligne”) will be
presented in a vertical list. Every game is represented by a bar

 Bars have a grey background; light grey and dark grey every
other bar.

 When we overfly a bar, it changes red, the stars get gold, the
script white, and the image is surrounded by the red flood. The
cursor becomes a “hand”.

 If we click on a bar, we’ll get to the game review page (fiche du
jeu, specified on page 12).

3. Top des jeux flash (h2)

 A top of 5 games (flash  games from “jeux  flash”) will be
presented in a vertical list. Every game is represented by a bar

 Bars have a grey background, light grey and dark grey every
other bar.

 When we overfly a bar, it changes red, the stars get gold, the
script white, and the image is surrounded by the red flood. The
cursor becomes a “hand”.

 If we click on a bar, we’ll get to the game page (specified on
page 15).
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4. Partenaires (h4)

 A vertical list of 5 partners.
 Grey background, black script.
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Categories of games (same for flash games, online games and chance games)

Equivalent space as the ZONE A. categoryPage.png

1. A title bar (h2) presenting the kind of game (“jeux en ligne” or “jeux
flash” or “jeux de hasard”) + the category, wrote in italic. For example:
Jeux en ligne : stratégie.

2. The games are set in horizontal lists of 4. Every game is represented by
its image. Down the image, the name (h3) and the evaluation under it.

3. The images are covered by a thin and translucent grey veil effect.

4. When we overfly an image of game:

o The cursor becomes a “hand” and that image loses its grey
veil effect to create an illumining effect.

o The name gets burgundy

o The stars get gold

o The edge surrounding the images gets thicker

5. If we click on an image, we’ll get to :

o The game review page - if it’s an online game (“fiche du
jeu” specified on page 12) or a chance game (“fiche du jeu”
specified page 20).

o The game page - if it’s a flash game (specified on page 15).

Down the page, insert navigation through the pages of games collection.
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Fiche du jeu en ligne

(online games review) FicheTechnique.png

Equivalent space as the ZONE A.

1. A title bar with the name of the game. (h2)

2. “Note ce jeu” (trad: “evaluate this game”) where the user can evaluate
the game by clicking on the stars (ex: the fourth star to vote 4/5)

3. “J’aime” facebook button where the user can do an “I like” action via his
facebook account.

4. “coup de coeur de l’équipe” Sometimes we’ll mention this notification
(so it’s facultative, according our will).

5. The name of the game (h3)

6. Category of the game (action, aventure, stratégie,…)

7. “Gratuit” or “Payant” : free or payable (free or not)

8. “Multijoueurs” or “single player” : multiplayer or single player

9. Big green “JOUER” button: the user has to press it to be send to the
game page.

10. A title bar presenting “informations” (h2)

11. Description du jeu : (review of the game) We will provide the script.
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12. Screenshots et video:

Screenshots: we can scroll the images thanks to the 2 buttons.
If we overfly the cursor on an image, it changes into a “hand” and when
we click on an image, this one appears bigger and the whole background
gets a grey-dark shadow effect.

Video: under the screenshots, if there’s a video available (an overview of
the game) it would be inserted by us (YouTube link).

13. A title bar “commentaires” (h2)
The users can comment about the game through a “Facebook comment
widget”. http://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/198

14.Finally, a title bar “Ceux qui ont testé ce jeu conseillent aussi...”(h2)
down the page, presenting 4 games like in the categories of games
(through an image, the name (h3) and the evaluation for each game).

When we overfly an image of game:
- The cursor becomes a “hand” and that image loses its grey veil

effect to create an illumining effect.
- The name gets burgundy
- The stars get gold
- The edge surrounding de images gets thicker

These four games will be chosen according to 3 search keys:

 The most played games
 The best evaluated
 Randomly

The choice among these 3
criteria will be randomly

http://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/198
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Fiche du jeu flash

(Flash games) FlashGamePage.png

Equivalent space as the ZONE A.

1. A title bar with the name of the game. (h2)

2. “Note ce jeu” (trad: “evaluate this game”) where the user can evaluate
the game by clicking on the stars (ex: the fourth star to vote 4/5)

3. “J’aime” facebook button where the user can do an “I like” action via his
facebook account.

4. A special tool giving the possibility to the user to enhance or to narrow
the display of the flash game. Min : 70% Max : 150% (kinda like here
http://www.jeuxjeuxjeux.fr/jeu/dummy+never+fails/dummy+never+fails
.html)

5. A title bar “commentaries” (h2)
The users can comment about the game through a “Facebook comment
system”. http://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/198

6. Finally, a title bar “Ceux qui ont testé ce jeu conseillent aussi...”(h2)
down the page, presenting 4 games like in the categories of games
(through an image, the name (h3) and the evaluation for each game).

When we overfly an image of game:
- The cursor becomes a “hand” and that image loses its grey veil

effect to create an illumining effect.
- The name gets burgundy
- The stars get gold
- The edge surrounding de images gets thicker

http://www.jeuxjeuxjeux.fr/jeu/dummy+never+fails/dummy+never+fails
http://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/198
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These four games will be chosen according 3 search keys:

 The most played games
 The best evaluated
 Randomly

The choice among these 3
criteria will be randomly
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Top 30 des jeux flash !

(Flash games) top30Page.png

Equivalent space as the ZONE A.

1. A title bar “Top 30 des jeux Flash!” (h2)

2. A top of 30 games (Flash games from “jeux flash”) will be presented in a
vertical list. The position is initially determinate according to the
evaluation of the game. Every game is represented by a bar:

 Bars have a grey background; light grey and dark grey every
other bar.

 When we overfly a bar, it changes red; the stars get gold and the
script white. The cursor becomes a “hand”.

 If we click on a bar, we’ll get to the game page (specified on
page 15).

3. A bar with “nom du jeu” (name) , “genre du jeu” (type”) and “note ce
jeu” (rating) between the games and the title bar. (h3)

There’s a sorting system that enables the user to sort the games of the
list according these buttons. If he clicks on “name”, the games will be
alphabetically sorted. On “genre” they are sorted in action, arcade,
reflexion, etc...groups – on “rating” they are sorted according to the
evaluation.
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Top 30 des jeux en ligne !

(Online games) same display as top30Page.png

Equivalent space as the ZONE A.

1. A title bar “Top 30 des jeux en ligne!”

2. A top of 30 games (online games from “jeux en ligne”) will be presented
in a vertical list. The position is determinate according to the evaluation
of the game. Every game is represented by a bar:

 Bars have a grey background; light grey and dark grey every
other bar.

 When we overfly a bar, it changes red, the stars get gold and the
script white. The cursor becomes a “hand”.

 If we click on a bar, we’ll get to the game review page (fiche du
jeu, specified on page 12).

 A bar with “nom du jeu” (name) , “genre du jeu” (type”) and
“note ce jeu” (rating) between the games and the title bar.

9. There’s a sorting system that enables the user to sort the games of the
list according these buttons. If he clicks on “name”, the games will be
alphabetically sorted. On “genre” they are sorted in action, arcade,
reflexion, etc...groups – on “rating” they are sorted according to the
evaluation.
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Fiche du jeu de hasard (chance game)

(Pretty much the same as « fiche du jeu en ligne » page 12)

(game review)

Equivalent space as the ZONE A.

1. A title bar with the name of the game. (h2)

2. “Note ce jeu” (trad: “evaluate this game”) where the user can evaluate
the game by clicking on the stars (ex: the fourth star to vote 4/5)

3. “J’aime” facebook button where the user can do an “I like” action via his
facebook account.

4. “coup de coeur de l’équipe” Sometimes we’ll mention this notification
(so it’s facultative, according our will).

5. The name of the game (h3)

6. “Gratuit” or “Payant” : free or not

7. Big green “JOUER” button: the user has to press it to be send to the
game page.

8. A title bar presenting “informations” (h2)

9. Description du jeu : (review of the game)

10.Screenshots et video:

Screenshots: we can scroll the images thanks to the 2 buttons.
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If we overfly the cursor on an image, it changes into a “hand” and when
we click on an image, this one appears bigger and the whole background
gets a grey-dark shadow effect.

Video: under the screenshots, if there’s a video available (an overview of
the game) it would be inserted by us (YouTube link)

11.A title bar “commentaries” (h2)
The users can comment about the game through a “Facebook comment
system”. http://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/198

12.Finally, a title bar “Ceux qui ont testé ce jeu conseillent aussi...” (h2)
down the page, presenting 4 games like in the categories of games
(through an image, the name (h3) and the evaluation for each game).

When we overfly an image of game:
- The cursor becomes a “hand” and that image loses its grey veil

effect to create an illumining effect.
- The name gets burgundy
- The stars get gold
- The edge surrounding de images gets thicker

These four games will be chosen according 3 search keys:

 The most played games
 The best evaluated
 Randomly

The choice among these 3
criteria will be randomly

http://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/198
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Page CONCOURS (contest)

contestPage.png

Equivalent space as the ZONE A.

1. A title bar “Concours”, wrote in italic. (h2)

2. The contests are set in horizontal lists of 4. Every contest is represented
by its image. Down the image, the “pot” (h3) and the evaluation under it.

3. The images are covered by a thin and translucent grey veil effect.

4. When we overfly an image of contest:

 The cursor becomes a “hand” and that image loses its grey veil
effect to create an illumining effect.

 The edge surrounding de images gets thicker.

 If we click on the image, we’ll get to the contest page.

Down the page, insert navigation through the pages of contests collection.
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178 543

Page contact

Equivalent space as the ZONE A.

« Si vous souhaitez recevoir des infos ou contacter l’équipe, la manière la plus
fiable est de nous écrire ici ! »

« Réponse garantie sous 48 heures maximum »

Nom

Email

Objet

Message

Code anti spam :

(captcha)
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Remark

 Bottom of the site - FOOTER
- At the bottom of each page: 4 + 3 buttons getting the user to the

specific page while he clicks on it. (h4)
- The “Contact” button leads to the “page contact” (specifications on

page 18) (h4)
- The “Plan du site” button is a site map you’ll have to program. (h4)
- Ad space (on the right)

 Path hierarchy (h2)
- Insert in the top of each page the path hierarchy you’ll have to

program.
Example: Jeux en ligne >> arcade >> nom du jeu

(Online game >> arcade >> name of the game)
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 Cat mascot to insert (it appears on the left of each page).

 TAGS: H1; h2; h3; h4 -> See folder “Images REF”.

 The <title> tag must be set under the <head> tag.

 “like” buttons: (see page “like buttons.png” as example)
Down every page insert these buttons:

a) “J’aime” button: an “I like” facebook button.
b) “Deviens fan” button: an “become fan” facebook button.
c) “Top 30 Jeux Flash” button: when we click on it, we’ll get to

the Top 30 des Jeux Flash page (specifications page (page 17)
d) “Top 30 Jeux en ligne” button: when we click on it, we’ll get

to the Top 30 des Jeux En Ligne page (specifications page 19)
e) “Concours” button: when we click on it, we’ll get to the

Concours (contest) page (specifications page 23).
f) “Coup de coeur de l’équipe“ button : when we click on it,

we’ll get directly to the specific game review (fiche du jeu) of
the game we have chosen to mention the … in his game
review. (We must be able to select, remove and change the
linked game).

--We must be able to edit ourselves these buttons.--
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Administration

We need an Admin Panel that allows us to:

 Add, edit or remove the games and the game reviews.
 Add, edit or remove images
 Add, edit or remove the widgets (like the YouTube video

integration or the Facebook comment widget)
 Add, edit or remove the position, the name, the evaluations, the

script, etc..of the games, should be in the top lists, in the categories
of games pages, the contests, in the slider,..everywhere they could
be set.

 Add, edit or remove the menus and the categories (so also the
buttons into the Nav)

 Add, edit or remove the partners
 Edit the title tag

 Every image should have an attribute « ALT=… » empty, so that we
can insert ourselves the text we want to.

 Add, edit or remove all the Meta Tag (keywords, robots, Meta
description…).

 We must be able to set the URL displayed down the browser when
we overfly the button “jouer”.


